
Before the lecture

• Advanced topics in computer networking
• Assignment
• Question-based Teaching Strategy 
• Aadditional resources: 
http://www.cs.otago.ac.nz/staffpriv/yawen/402.html
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Outline
• This Lecture
– Cloud Computing 
– Data Center Networking
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Cloud Computing

• What is Cloud Computing?
— Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services 
(servers, storage, databases, software and more) over the 
Internet (“the cloud”). Companies offering these computing 
services are called cloud providers and typically charge for 
cloud computing services. 
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Cloud Computing

• Benefits of cloud computing
— Cost
— Performance
— Reliability
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WAN

Data Center



Cloud Computing

• What are SaaS, PaaS, IaaS?
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http://www.silverlighthack.com/post/2011/02/27/IaaS-PaaS-and-SaaS-Terms-Explained-and-Defined.aspx



Cloud Computing

• Examples:
–SaaS: Google Apps

https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/pricing.html

–PaaS: Google App Engine
https://cloud.google.com/appengine/

– IaaS: Google Compute Engine
https://cloud.google.com/compute/
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Cloud Computing

• Types of cloud deployments: public, private, hybrid
– Public cloud (owned and operated cloud server 

provider, which deliver their computing resources like 
servers and storage over the Internet. You access these 
services and manage your account using a web 
browser.)

– Private cloud (used exclusively by a single business or 
organization. )

– Hybrid cloud (combine public and private clouds, 
bound together by technology that allows data and 
applications to be shared between them, greater 
flexibility and more deployment options)
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Cloud Computing
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How to connect the computing and storage devices 
to maximize the performance? 



Outline
• This Lecture
–Cloud Computing 
–Data Center Networking
•Data Center Physical Layout 
•Main Components in the Data Center
•Data Center Network Topologies 
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Data Center Physical Layout 
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Data Center Physical Layout 
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Data Center Physical Layout 
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Data Center Physical Layout 
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• Google released a gallery of pictures of their Data Centers 
around the world (7 in the Americas, 3 in Asia and 3 in 
Europe). http://webodysseum.com/technologyscience/visit-the-
googles-data-centers/#sthash.zzWAk3DV.dpuf

• Google also published a guided tour on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avP5d16wEp0

• Street View tour of their data center in Lenoir, North 
Carolina: 
http://www.google.com/about/datacenters/inside/streetview/

http://webodysseum.com/technologyscience/visit-the-googles-data-centers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avP5d16wEp0
http://www.google.com/about/datacenters/inside/streetview/


Outline
• This Lecture
–Cloud Computing 
–Data Center Networking
•Data Center Physical Layout 
•Main Components in the Data Center
•Data Center Network Topologies 
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Main Components in the Data Center

• Servers 
– rack-mount servers
– blade servers
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http://hacksnpasses.blogspot.co.nz/2011/07/pros-and-cons-of-tower-rack-and-blade.html



Main Components in the Data Center

• Storage 
– Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
– Network Attached Storage (NAS)
– Storage Area Network (SAN)
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storage device is directly 
attached to the server



Main Components in the Data Center

• Storage
– Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
– Storage Area Network (SAN)
– Network Attached Storage (NAS)
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shares storage over a network.



Main Components in the Data Center

• Storage
– Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
– Storage Area Network (SAN)
– Network Attached Storage (NAS)
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dedicated storage network
transfers data between storage 
devices and servers.



Main Components in the Data Center

• Storage
– Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
– Storage Area Network (SAN)
– Network Attached Storage (NAS)
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dedicated storage network
transfers data between storage 
devices and servers.



Outline
• This Lecture
–Networking Trends
–Cloud Computing 
–Data Center Networking
•Data Center Physical Layout 
•Main Components in the Data Center
•Data Center Network Design 
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Data Center Network Design 
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Data Center Network Design 
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What are the connectivity designs? 



Data Center Network Design 

• ToR
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Data Center Network Design 

• ToR
–Easier cabling
– If rack is not fully populated, unused ToR

ports
– If rack traffic demand is high, difficult to add 

more ports
–Upgrading (1G to 10G) requires complete 

Rack upgrade 
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Data Center Network Design 

• EoR
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Data Center Network Design 

• EoR:
– Longer cables
– Severs can be placed in any rack 
– Ports can be easily added, upgraded
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Data Center Network Design 

• Data Center Design
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Data Center Network Design 

• Data Center Design
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Data Center Network Design 

• Multi-Tier Data Center Design
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Data Center Network Design 

• Two-tier Data Center Design
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Data Center Network Design 

• Three-tier Data Center Design: 
Access, Aggregation, Core
– Each server connects to 2 access switches 
– Access switches connect to 2 aggregation 

switches
– Aggregation switches connect to 2 core 

routers
– Core routers connect to edge routers
– Aggregation layer is the transition point 

between L2-switched access layer and L3-
routed core layer
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Data Center Network Design 

• Example: Facebook
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLEawo6OzFM
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Data Center Network Design 

• Example: Facebook
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLEawo6OzFM
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Data Center Network Design 

• Example: Facebook
– High inter-cluster traffic
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Data Center Network Design 
• Example: Facebook Fat-Tree Topology
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Data Center Network Design 
• Example: Facebook Fat-Tree Topology

– Many paths
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Data Center Network Design 
• Example: Facebook Fat-Tree Topology
– Load balancing
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Data Center Network Design 
• Example: Facebook Fat-Tree Topology
– Fault-tolerance
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Data Center Network Design 
• Example: Facebook Fat-Tree Topology
– Flexible, Scalable and Easy!
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Data Center Network Design 
• Fat-Tree (SIGCOMM ’08): three-layer topology (edge, 

aggregation and core)
– each pod consists of (k/2)2 servers & 2 layers of k/2 k-port switches
– each edge switch connects to k/2 servers & k/2 aggregation switches 
– each aggregation switch connects to k/2 edge & k/2 core switches
– (k/2)2 core switches: each connects to k pods
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Figure 1: Sample fat tree topology.

aging knowledge about the baseline topology and avoiding
broadcast-based routing protocols altogether.

Failure Carrying Packets (FCP) [17] shows the benefits
of assuming some knowledge of baseline topology in routing
protocols. Packets are marked with the identity of all failed
links encountered between source and destination, enabling
routers to calculate new forwarding paths based on the fail-
ures encountered thus far. Similar to PortLand, FCP shows
the benefits of assuming knowledge of baseline topology to
improve scalability and fault tolerance. For example, FCP
demonstrates improved routing convergence with fewer net-
work messages and lesser state.

To reduce the state and communication overhead associ-
ated with routing in large-scale networks, recent work [8,
9, 10] explores using DHTs to perform forwarding on flat
labels. We achieve similar benefits in per-switch state over-
head with lower network overhead and the potential for im-
proved fault tolerance and e⌅ciency, both in forwarding and
routing, by once again leveraging knowledge of the baseline
topology.

3. DESIGN
The goal of PortLand is to deliver scalable layer 2 rout-

ing, forwarding, and addressing for data center network en-
vironments. We leverage the observation that in data center
environments, the baseline multi-rooted network topology is
known and relatively fixed. Building and maintaining data
centers with tens of thousands of compute elements requires
modularity, advance planning, and minimal human interac-
tion. Thus, the baseline data center topology is unlikely
to evolve quickly. When expansion does occur to the net-
work, it typically involves adding more “leaves” (e.g., rows
of servers) to the multi-rooted tree topology described in
Section 2.1.

3.1 Fabric Manager
PortLand employs a logically centralized fabric manager

that maintains soft state about network configuration in-
formation such as topology. The fabric manager is a user
process running on a dedicated machine responsible for as-
sisting with ARP resolution, fault tolerance, and multicast
as further described below. The fabric manager may simply
be a redundantly-connected host in the larger topology or it
may run on a separate control network.

There is an inherent trade o� between protocol simplicity
and system robustness when considering a distributed versus
centralized realization for particular functionality. In Port-
Land, we restrict the amount of centralized knowledge and
limit it to soft state. In this manner, we eliminate the need
for any administrator configuration of the fabric manager
(e.g., number of switches, their location, their identifier).
In deployment, we expect the fabric manager to be repli-
cated with a primary asynchronously updating state on one
or more backups. Strict consistency among replicas is not
necessary as the fabric manager maintains no hard state.

Our approach takes inspiration from other recent large-
scale infrastructure deployments. For example, modern stor-
age [13] and data processing systems [12] employ a central-
ized controller at the scale of tens of thousands of machines.
In another setting, the Route Control Platform [7] considers
centralized routing in ISP deployments. All the same, the
protocols described in this paper are amenable to distributed
realizations if the tradeo�s in a particular deployment envi-
ronment tip against a central fabric manager.

3.2 Positional Pseudo MAC Addresses
The basis for e⌅cient forwarding and routing as well as

VM migration in our design is hierarchical Pseudo MAC
(PMAC) addresses. PortLand assigns a unique PMAC ad-
dress to each end host. The PMAC encodes the location of
an end host in the topology. For example, all end points
in the same pod will have the same prefix in their assigned
PMAC. The end hosts remain unmodified, believing that
they maintain their actual MAC (AMAC) addresses. Hosts
performing ARP requests receive the PMAC of the destina-
tion host. All packet forwarding proceeds based on PMAC
addresses, enabling very small forwarding tables. Egress
switches perform PMAC to AMAC header rewriting to
maintain the illusion of unmodified MAC addresses at the
destination host.

PortLand edge switches learn a unique pod number and
a unique position number within each pod. We employ the
Location Discovery Protocol (Section 3.4) to assign these
values. For all directly connected hosts, edge switches as-
sign a 48-bit PMAC of the form pod.position.port.vmid to
all directly connected hosts, where pod (16 bits) reflects the
pod number of the edge switch, position (8 bits) is its posi-
tion in the pod, and port (8 bits) is the switch-local view of

42

pods number: k=4



Data Center Network Design
• Recursive DCN Architecture (SIGCOMM ’08): 

– A Level-0 subnet is the basic building block. It contains inter-connected servers. 
Each level-k subnet has multiple level-(k-1) subnets.
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Data Center Network Design
• Bcube (SIGCOMM '09)
– Servers with multiple ports
– Switches that connect to a constant number of servers
– A recursively defined structure: A BCube0 is simply n 

server connecting to an n-port switch; A BCube1 is 
constructed from n BCube0s and n n-port switches. 

Switch

Server
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(a) FatTree (b) BCube

switch

host machine

src or dst

relaying host

Fig. 1: Two proposed data center topologies. The bold lines show multiple paths between the source and destination.

Finally we have validated the results on Amazon’s EC2 cloud
using our Linux implementation. We observed that in the EC2 data
center, the 2/3 of flows that have access to multiple paths achieve
approximately three times the throughput using MPTCP than with
regular TCP. As MPTCP is no more aggressive than TCP, this in-
dicates that MPTCP is very effective at finding unused capacity.

2. DATA CENTER NETWORKING
Before examining how MPTCP changes things, we will briefly

discuss the components that comprise the data center architecture.

2.1 Topology
Traditionally data centers have been built using hierarchical topolo-

gies: racks of hosts connect to a top-of-rack switch; these switches
connect to aggregation switches; in turn these are connected to a
core switch. Such topologies make sense if most of the traffic flows
into or out of the data center. However, if most of the traffic is intra-
data center, as is increasingly the trend, then there is a very uneven
distribution of bandwidth. Unless traffic is localized to racks, the
higher levels of the topology become a serious bottleneck.

Recent proposals address these limitations. VL2[6] and FatTree
(Fig. 1(a)) are Clos[3] topologies that use multiple core switches to
provide full bandwidth between any pair of hosts in the network.
They differ in that FatTree uses larger quantities of lower speed
(1Gb/s) links between switches, whereas VL2 uses fewer faster
(10Gb/s) links. In contrast, BCube[7] abandons the hierarchy in
favor of a hypercube-like topology, using hosts themselves to relay
traffic (Fig. 1(b)).

All three proposals solve the traffic concentration problem at the
physical level — there is enough capacity for every host to be able
to transmit flat-out to another randomly chosen host. However the
denseness of interconnection they provide poses its own problems
when it comes to determining how traffic should be routed.

2.2 Routing
Dense interconnection topologies provide many possible parallel

paths between each pair of hosts. We cannot expect the host itself
to know which of these paths is the least loaded, so the routing
system must spread traffic across these paths. The simplest solution
is to use randomized load balancing, where each flow is assigned a
random path from the set of possible paths.

In practice there are multiple ways to implement randomized
load balancing in today’s switches. For example, if each switch
uses a link-state routing protocol to provide ECMP forwarding then,
based on a hash of the five-tuple in each packet, flows will be split
roughly equally across equal length paths. VL2 provides just such
a mechanism over a virtual layer 2 infrastructure.

However, in topologies such as BCube, paths vary in length, and
simple ECMP cannot access many of these paths because it only
hashes between the shortest paths. A simple alternative is to use
multiple static VLANs to provide multiple paths that expose all the
underlying network paths[9]. Either the host or the first hop switch
can then hash the five-tuple to determine which path is used.

2.3 Path Selection
Solutions such as ECMP or multiple VLANs provide the basis

for randomized load balancing as the default path selection mecha-
nism. However, as others [2] have shown, randomized load balanc-
ing cannot achieve the full bisectional bandwidth in most topolo-
gies, nor is it especially fair. The problem, quite simply, is that
often a random selection causes hot-spots to develop, where an un-
lucky combination of random path selections cause a few links to
be overloaded and links elsewhere to have little or no load.

To address these issues, the use of a centralized flow scheduler
has been proposed. Large flows are assigned to lightly loaded paths
and existing flows may be reassigned to maximize overall through-
put[2]. The scheduler does a good job if flows are network-limited,
with exponentially distributed sizes and Poisson arrivals, as shown
in Hedera [2]. The intuition is that if we only schedule the big
flows we can fully utilize all the bandwidth, and yet have a small
scheduling cost, as dictated by the small number of flows.

However, data center traffic analysis shows that flow distribu-
tions are not Pareto distributed [6]. In such cases, the scheduler has
to run frequently (100ms or faster) to keep up with the flow arrivals.
Yet, the scheduler is fundamentally limited in its reaction time as it
has to retrieve statistics, compute placements and instantiate them,
all in this scheduling period. We show later through simulation
that a scheduler running every 500ms has similar performance to
randomized load balancing when these assumptions do not hold.

2.4 Congestion Control
Most applications use single path TCP, and inherit TCP’s con-

gestion control mechanism which does a fair job of matching of-
fered load to available capacity on whichever path was selected.

In proposing the use of MPTCP, we change how the problem is
partitioned. MPTCP can establish multiple subflows on different
paths between the same pair of endpoints for a single TCP con-
nection. The key point is that by linking the congestion control
dynamics on these multiple subflows, MPTCP can explicitly move
traffic off more congested paths and place it on less congested ones.

Our hypothesis is that given sufficiently many randomly cho-
sen paths, MPTCP will find at least one good unloaded path, and
move most of its traffic that way. In so doing it will relieve conges-
tion on links that got more than their fair share of ECMP balanced
flows. This in turn will allow those competing flows to achieve their
full potential, maximizing the bisectional bandwidth of the network
and also improving fairness. Fairness is not an abstract concept for
many distributed applications; for example, when a search appli-
cation is distributed across many machines, the overall completion
time is determined by the slowest machine. Hence worst-case per-
formance matters significantly.

3. MULTIPATH TCP IN SUMMARY
Multipath TCP[4] extends TCP so that a single connection can be

striped across multiple network paths. MPTCP support is negoti-
ated in the initial SYN exchange and the client learns any additional
IP addresses the server may have. Additional subflows can then be
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Data Center Network Design
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Data Center Network Design
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